Double Dimes – The United States Twenty-cent Piece

1875-CC

Original Mintage:
Circulation strikes: 133,290
Approximately 2000 or so unreleased pieces were melted at the Carson City Mint during
1877 (along with most of the 1876-CC coins) when it was decided to abolish the circulating
version of this coin. A reasonable estimate of the net mintage of the 1875-CC is
approximately 131,000.

Major Varieties:
A minor recut 5 appears in the date on the more common of just two known obverse dies.

Overall Scarcity:
One of the two common dates of the series, this issue is very easily found in lower circulated
grades, up to and including VF. Any large coin show will have dozens of them available in
these grades. Coins in XF and AU are available with some searching and a strong premium
is attached to attractive, original coins. Mint State coins are also readily available and
generally appear at auction rather than on the bourse floor.
Often touted as scarce or rare, this is really not true as circulated examples in VF and below
are easily found. Higher grade examples are becoming more scarce and the availability of
pieces graded EF and above is decreasing.
Large price gains in recent years have brought hundreds of them onto the market so that at a
given dealer’s table, you may now find more 1875-CC coins than the more common 1875-S.
Part of the demand for this coin is that it represents the only “CC” twenty-cent piece that
most collectors can afford. Soon the availability of the 1875-CC may diminish as more
collectors seek an example.
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Date and Mintmark Analysis
Comments:
The coin generally comes poorly struck, with weakness commonly found on Liberty’s head,
the shield and LIBERTY. On the reverse, weakness is often found on the eagle’s head,
central breast feathers, and the top of the wings on the reverse.
Interestingly, the 1875-CC was struck using two different retaining collars, giving the coins
two different diameters. The majority of them (struck with the first obverse die) are found
with a diameter of 22.1 mm, whereas those struck with the second obverse die are found
with a diameter of only 21.8 mm, a variance of over 1%. If one holds coins stuck from the
two different retaining collars side-by-side between the fingers, the difference is discerned
without much difficulty.
Many type collectors who want a single example of the denomination, but don’t want to settle
for the more-common 1875-S, will find an 1875-CC an appealing alternative, although at a
premium price.
Based on rarity, the 1875-CC is overrated and overpriced in lower and middle grades. The
coin has tremendous collector interest as the only collectible twenty-cent piece from the
Carson City Mint, and “CC” coin collectors are a fast-growing and active segment of coin
collectors. As mentioned previously, impressive price gains over the last decade have
brought large numbers of this date into the marketplace, most likely duplicates from many
collections. The influx of 1875-CC examples in the current market has slowed sales and
caused prices to level and even decrease more recently for lower-grade pieces.

Die Marriages:
Two obverse and four reverse dies were used for this issue. The date and mintmark positions
are the easiest way to distinguish the different dies. However, one of the obverse dies has a
slightly recut 5 and exhibits several gouges that can be used for identification.
The first of the four reverse dies used, Reverse A, cracked soon after its use began and it was
quickly replaced, resulting in a rare die marriage (BF-1). The second reverse, only identified
in January 2015, classified as Reverse D, replaced Reverse A, but was also buckled, and
apparently was replaced after an even shorter duration, resulting in an even rarer die
marriage (BF-5). See images below for buckled Reverses A and D.

Buckled Reverses A and D with undulating fields

The mintmarks have different spacing between the two letters, with one mintmark being
spaced noticeably more apart (wide) than the other three (close). The letters C C also have
varying amounts of tilt in either direction.
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Text

Reverse

Obverse
Left Date

1

Right Date

2

Low Close
CC #1

High
Close CC

Wide
CC

Low Close
CC #2

A

B

C

D

BF-1

BF-2

BF-5*

BF-3

BF-4

Diameter
22.1 mm
21.8 mm

* BF-5 was struck after BF-1 and before BF-2
Die Marriage Grid for the 1875-CC
Below is a side-by-side comparison of date and mintmark positions provided to illustrate the
different dies.

Side-by-side date positions, using the shield point for comparison:

Obverse 1 – Date to the left

Obverse 2 – Date to the right

Side-by-side mintmark positions:

Reverse A – “Low Close CC #1”

Reverse B – “High Close CC”

Reverse C – “Wide CC”

Reverse D – “Low Close CC #2”

The details of all five known die marriages are presented in the following pages.
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Date and Mintmark Analysis
1875-CC BF-5
Obverse 1

Reverse D

The right side of the 1 is under the shield
point. This die has a minor recut 5, slightly
doubled to the south.

Mintmark has first C low and away from
arrow, and tilted to the right. The second C
is also low, centered between the arrow and
the leaf, and tilted slightly to the left.

Right side of 1 is below shield point, Recut 5
There is a raised dot
due to a die chip in
the center of the
middle white (blank)
stripe. This will be
visible only on highgrade coins.

Die gouges
are found
near stars
1 and 2,
and a
diamondshaped
gouge is
above
Liberty’s
foot.

Low Close CC
This reverse die also comes buckled,
similar to Reverse A of BF-1. It also has
strong die polish, which would be visible on
higher-grade coins.

Buckled Reverse

Die gouges at stars & diamond shaped gouge
Date Position: M 2, 0.50 mm
Comments: This die marriage was found in January 2015. BF-5 can easily be confused
with the BF-1, which also has a low close CC. The tilt of the second C is the key difference.
This die marriage is sequenced between BF-1 and BF-2. coins.
This reverse was put into service after the severely cracked Reverse A was replaced, and
seems to have been used for an even shorter period of time. This is the second use of this
obverse die. This is the only use of this reverse die, which was apparently replaced quickly,
possibly due to the buckling. None are known with die cracks at the present time.
Scarcity: Although its availability is still being studied, this die marriage appears to be very
rare, representing a small fraction of 1% of extant 1875-CC coins. Rarity rating: R-6.
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1875-CC BF-5

Obverse 1

Reverse D
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Addendum 1, March 2015
This Addendum is a supplement to Double Dimes – The United States Twenty-cent Piece,
First Edition, by Lane J. Brunner and John M. Frost, originally published July, 2014.

This Addendum Copyright © 2015 Lane J. Brunner and John M. Frost
All rights in this book and associated web-book are reserved. No part of this book or webbook including variety or die marriage images may be used or reproduced in any manner
whatsoever without written permission, except that permission is hereby given for use of the
material contained in this book or web-book and covered by copyright, by publishers of coin
and auction catalogs, price lists, newspapers, magazines, periodicals and advertising
matters, provided proper acknowledgment is made to the authors as the source of the
material so used, in each publication.
The use of copyright material appearing in this book or web-book, including Brunner-Frost
(BF) variety numbers, rarity estimates, pricing commentary, and descriptions as they are
employed herein, may be used freely provided proper acknowledgement is made.
Any other use of copyright material for other publications offered or to be offered for sale
requires specific permission obtained in advance from the authors.
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